
The Butterfly Trap Book Lesson Plan (approx 30 minutes - 1 hour) 

 
 

Materials needed: small yoga mats: one per child, (I use doormats from the dollar store), The 
Butterfly Trap Book, a bluetooth speaker and a mobile phone (optional) butterfly stickers 
(optional), a butterfly puppet (optional) 

 
Seated on small individual yoga mats placed in a rainbow shape introduce yourself and invite 
the students to begin seated in a Lotus variation of their choice, emphasizing comfort and self 
awareness over anything else.  
 

● Open the class by checking in and greeting each child by name with the word welcome 
or Namaste. Ask the class to notice and optionally describe how they are feeling  
(3-5 minutes depending on class size and sharing) 

 
“It’s important to check in with yourself and acknowledge what’s going on in your 
physical body, your emotional body and in your heart or spirit.” 
 

● Become aware of the breath and take a few moments to breathe together, use the arms 
to demonstrate a long slow inhalation as they rise to the sky and lower the arms on the 
exhale. Pause intentionally in between breaths. Ask the children how this type of 
breathing makes them feel  
(1-2 minutes) 

 
● Warm up with some modified sun salutations (described below) Standing tall ~ Greet 

the sun. Remind the class that you are about to go on into a butterfly garden for todays 
yoga session and since butterflies love the sun you will need to invite the sun into the 
space. By the end you may even need sunglasses! 
 

From mountain pose inhale with arms up to the sky (pause to welcome and open to the sun) 
exhale to a soft forward bend (pause to release any tension in the head, neck, shoulders, keep 
knees soft), come down onto the knees for some cat / cow (pause and enjoy the sensation and 
stretch in the spine) then hips up into downward dog (pause to wiggle hips and play in this pose 
by bending and straightening the knees), return to forward bend by walking hands back to feet 
and repeat 3 X .  
Check in and see if there is more sun in the room following the sun salutations… 

(3 minutes) 
 



● Begin seated with knees bent and feet together. Let legs fall open with feet together and 
use elbows to gently open the “wings” in the stretch. Inhale and bring knees together, 
exhale and legs fall apart. Emphasize that the legs are now butterflies wings and can be 
flapped, experiment with faster and slower versions, add finger antenna to the the head 
for added fun! Play the Fly like a Butterfly Song by Bari Kiral and Radiant Child Yoga. 
Practice any butterfly pose variations before during and / or after the song as time 
permits.  
(3 minutes) 

 
● Read The Butterfly Trap book  
● option 1. Stop as you read to practice the yoga poses as they occur in the story. ie. 

Butterfly, the lifecycle of a butterfly, bumblebee poses: breath + wings, spider pose, etc.  
● option 2. Read the story then do the yoga poses as you re tell it. Be sure to ask 

important questions such as…” Do you think it’s fair to keep a butterfly as a per? Did 
Luki do the right thing? Do you think that Luki is a yogi? Why or why not?  
(15- 20 minutes) 
 

● If time permits practice garden yoga …. Ask the students to visualize and describe 
things that they might find in a garden and let their answers inspire some more creative 
garden yoga! Play some music that has nature sounds to stimulate the imagination. 
(Write down their responses and see they can invent new yoga poses or recall familiar 
ones from the theme. Some examples might be… trees, flowers, gate, butterflies 
bumblebees,  rocks,  bugs, birds, water, wind, rainbow etc.) This could happen in small 
groups as well depending on the age of students. School aged children love to create 
yoga skits where younger children require more teacher directed yoga. But this will 
require more time 
(5 + minutes depending) this section can be optional depending on the class length for 1 
hour classes you may prolong and for 30 minute classes omit) 
 

● Meditation - sit in lotus pose as Luki was as she waited for the butterfly and ask the 
children to remain still and breathe. So still in fact that if a spider crossed your hand or a 
bumblebee landed on your nose you wouldn’t even make a peep. Notice your breath. 
Can you breathe even more slowly, deeply and calmly?  
(3 minutes) 
 

● Savasana - invite the children to lie down in their most comfortable lying position.  Play 
some soothing nature inspired music position for their final yoga pose of the day. Close 
the yoga class with a guided butterfly garden visualization. Perhaps using some of the 
ideas from the garden yoga segment. Describe a scene from the Butterfly Trap with all of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYI0TPJOuGk
https://www.dragonbunnybooks.com/shop/the-butterfly-trap-soft-cover
https://www.dragonbunnybooks.com/shop/the-butterfly-trap-soft-cover


the details, including colours, sights, sounds and smells. Invite the children to fly like a 
butterfly in this place, freely exploring the garden and tasting the fruit and playing with 
the other butterflies if they wish. After several minutes,gently usher the children to slowly 
begin their return to their own body and their own yoga mat in this time but to keep the 
feelings of freedom and peace even as they slowly sit up. 
(3 minutes) 
 

● Ask the children to return to a seated position and say / sing the following  
 
“May the Long time Sun Shine Upon you 
All Love Surround You 
And the Pure Light within You 
Guide your Way on 
Guide your way on” 
(2 minutes) 
 

● Younger children love to receive stickers before they depart so some butterfly stickers 
would be awesome here!  

● Before they depart ask the children to share what their favourite part of the yoga class 
was and how it made them feel. It is always so interesting to observe their responses.  
(2 - 3 minutes) 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVv10cAZn-w

